Machine Tool Builders has a fleet of men in field service ranging in skill sets from junior engineer and journeyman engineer to senior engineers who have twenty-five (25) plus years’ experience with mechanical and electrical components and assemblies. Trained in numerous applications and machine types, MTB specializes in gear and grinding equipment, although tackles many challenges outside of those boundaries.

When a machine is down or its performance is less than acceptable, Machine Tool Builders provides many services to diagnosis and solve the problems. Before calling anyone else, contact MTB for both your mechanical and electrical parts and services to maintain your equipment’s performance.
**Mechanical Services**
- Spindle Rebuilding
- Ballscrew/Leadscrew replacement
- Way Repairs
- Full or Partial Rebuilds
- Geometric Alignment Verifications
- Worktable Rebuilding
- Hob/Shaping Head Rebuilding

**Electrical Services**
- Controls Retrofits
- Custom Machine Control Software
- Panel Building
- Machine Wiring
- Diagnosis and Repair
- Software Backups
- Hard to Find Replacement Parts